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Abstract :-Wireless sensor networks are an attractive field of researchers for several solicitations like 

industrial automation and conservational monitoring and military investigations. Energy scarcity is a major 

problem on sensor networks. To occur out the obligation at numerous power management protocols are 

anticipated by numerous researchers. Different cluster-based systems are discussed as a resolution for this 

problem. In this paper, we assessment and investigation of the present-day dissimilar energy conservation 

protocol in real time expansion schemes is studied. It furthermore surveys altered energy efficient clustering 

algorithms with QoS service improvements. It also analyzes these gathering algorithms based on metrics such as 

energy efficiency, cluster immovability, location awareness, node flexibility and QoS support. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The increasing interest in WSN and the appearance of new architectural technique is the motive for 

studying of routing practices. Routing protocols for wired networks besides ad-hoc networks are not pertinent to 

wireless sensor networks. It must be energy preserving, scalable, robust, fault tolerant and self-organizing. 

Created on the original network structure routing techniques are categorized into three categories: flat, tiered 

and location based steering. Based on the protocol procedure it can be classified into Conciliation based, Multi-

path, Query founded, QoS based and Coherent based routing. Routing Practices classification. Wireless sensor 

networks are extensively considered as one of the most significant technologies. WSN has delivered a small and 

low cost sensor node with the competence of sensing several types of environmental marvels and wireless 

communication [5,14]. In greatest WSN application, sensor nodes are organized in ad hoc fashion without 

contrived. Once we deployed sensor nodes are predictable to autonomously establish themselves into wireless 

way. It contains of protocols and algorithm through self organizing capabilities. The leading goal of WSN is 

detect the manifestations of events, classify a perceived object and track an object. Design concerns of sensor 

network are fault acceptance, scalability, production cost, functioning environment, power depletion, data 

aggregations, Quality of Provision [17]. Routing protocols are authority for finding and observance the routes in 

the network. Furthermore, the rightness of a specific routing protocol mainly relies on the potentialities of the 

nodes and on the request fundamentals. Researchers have been designed a number of dissimilar routing 

protocols. This paper discus about routing protocols aimed at sensor networks. The three main classes examine 

in this paper are flat, hierarchical and position based routing protocols. Each protocol is represented and covered 

under the applicable category. 
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Abraham O. Fapojuwo and Alejandra Cano-Tinoco et al [1] analyzed that a Excellence of service 

enhanced Base station Controlled Active Clustering Protocol (QBCDCP), suitable for the provision of video and 

imaging traffic over resource inhibited wireless sensor nodes. The protocol realizes energy efficiency over a 

rotating head clustering method and delegation of energy-intensive responsibilities to a single high-power base 

position, while providing quality of service (QoS) provision by counting delay and bandwidth constraints in the 

route selection procedure. A Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) system is used for intra-and entombs 

cluster declaration, providing bandwidth prearrangement. Performance of QBCDCP is appraised in terms of 

energy ingestion and end-to-end image disruption via analytical and discrete-event simulation procedures. The 

main involvement of this paper is the proposal and recital that provides support for real-time circulation while 

conserving energy efficiency. [1]. 

M Sheik Dawood et al.[2] Analysed energy effectual QoS enhanced gathering protocol in Base position 

controlled vibrant clustering protocol. Well-organized an energy routing protocol is extremely vital technique in 

wireless sensor networks since sensor nodes are exceedingly energy based. In this paper, a Weighted Clustering 

Algorithm (WCA) is used in QoS Enhanced Base Station Controlled Dynamic Clustering Protocol (QBCDCP) 

which deliberates the ideal degree, broadcast power, battery power and flexibility of a mobile node. The 

proposed protocol performs better analogous with standard LEACH and standard base station controlled 

dynamic clustering protocol [2]. 

Sensors usually have apprehensions concerning coverage, energy, processing power and recollection, 

etc., achieving Quality of Service is hard in sensor networks. Therefore the authors proposed a protocol to 

transaction with such matters of sensors and to maximize the Quality of Service. Firstly the two tier Assorted 

Sensor Network's approach is used to route the data. Second, the sensors are divided into clusters to 

intensification the network coverage and to decrease transportation costs and energy consumption. Voronoi 

clustering and Tabu exploration meta-heuristics have been used for making such clusters. An Improved Tree 

Routing procedure applies to two-tier Heterogeneous Sensor Networks to route the data finished cluster heads. 

This method has largely increased the presentation of sensor networks. It also improves the QOS parameters like 

delay and throughput. [3]. 

Benjie Chen, Kyle Jamison, hari Balakarishnan and Robert Morris [4] deliver a span technique. It is a 

dispersed coordination method for multi-hop ad hoc wireless networks that decreases energy consumption 

without significantly lessening the volume or connectivity of the network. The distance adaptively elects 

coordinators from all nodes in the network, and alternates them in time. The distance coordinators stay wakeful 

and perform multi-hop packet routing inside the ad hoc network. Once all the other node achieve multi hop 

packet than rest nodes persist in power-saving mode and sometimes check if they should awaken and convert a 

coordinator. In Span, every node uses a random back off interruption to decide the coordinator. Delay is the 

number of other nodes in the neighborhood that can be connected using this node and the amount of energy it 

has residual. There results shows that Span not only save network connectivity. It also preserves capacity and 

provides energy savings. For a practical range of node thicknesses and a practical energy model, system 

generation with Span is more than a factor of two superior than deprived of Span. The volume of energy that 

Fig 1.Sensor Nodes Connected in a Network 
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Span saves upsurges only and thickness increases. Their present execution of Span uses the power exchangeable 

features of 802.11. When node want to send the packet only then nodes periodically wake up and listen for 

traffic advertisements shows that this approach can be extremely exclusive. It gives warrants investigation into a 

more robust and efficient power saving MAC layer, one that diminishes the amount of time each node in power 

saving mode necessity stay up. 

Amulya Ratna swain , R.C Hansdah and vinod kumar chauhan  [5]  proposed Energy aware routing 

protocol with sleep scheduling for WSN. They also considerably decreases average energy consumption rate of 

each node as we are able to put additional number of nodes to sleep in comparison to other methods. Additional 

fault-tolerance is providing by keeping two paths after each node towards the sink. The most significant issue 

that must be solved in designing a data meeting algorithm for wireless sensor networks (WSNS) is how to save 

device node energy while meeting the needs of requests/users. In this paper, we propose a novel energy-aware 

routing protocol (EAP) for a long-lived sensor network. EAP achieves a good performance in terms of period by 

minimizing energy ingesting for in-network infrastructures and balancing the energy load among all the nodes. 

EAP introduces a new clustering parameter for cluster head election, which can better handle the heterogeneous 

energy measurements. Furthermore, it also announces a simple but efficient methodology, namely, intra cluster 

coverage to cope with the area coverage difficulties. 

TABLE1: OBSERVATION OF LITERATURE SURVEY 

Title Observation Remarks 

Energy Consumption 

and Message Delay 

Analysis of QoS 

Enhanced Base Station 

Controlled Dynamic 

Clustering Protocol for 

Wireless Sensor 

Networks [1] 

This QBCDCP suitable for the support of 

video and imaging traffic over resource 

constrained wireless sensor nodes. 

Performance of QBCDCP is evaluated in 

terms of energy consumption and end-to-end 

image delay via analytical and discrete-event 

simulation techniques. Numerical results 

provide insights on the selection of network 

parameters such as number of clusters that 

improve the sensing node lifetime while 

maintaining high quality of service. 

In this paper study the range of 

clustering protocols developed for 

wireless sensor networks. It 

furthermore analyzes the role of 

clustering protocol to enhance the 

performance of WSN. It also 

analyzes the importance of QoS 

enhanced energy efficient 

clustering protocols to extend the 

lifetime of WSN. 

WCA for Energy Saving 

Cluster head election In 

Qos Enhanced Base 

Station Controlled 

Dynamic Clustering 

Protocol [2] 

Paper shows the result comparison for the 

standard QBCDCP method, QBCDCP using 

LEACH and the proposed method using 

WCA. From the graph, it can be observed that 

initially there are 200 nodes in the network 

before starting execution. After 1000 rounds 

of execution, the number of alive nodes for 

the standard QBCDCP using LEACH and the 

proposed method using WCA are same, i.e., 

200. When 2000 executions are completed, 

the number of alive nodes for the standard 

QBCDCP method is 170, 198 nodes remains 

by using the QBCDCP using LEACH 

whereas 199 nodes remains by using the 

proposed method using WCA. After 3000 

executions are completed, 182 nodes 

remaining by using the proposed technique 

and only 167 nodes are remaining by using 

the QBCDCP using LEACH and 98 nodes are 

remaining by using the Standard QBCDCP. 

The WCA has the flexibility of 

handing over different weights and 

considers a combined outcome of 

the ideal degree, transmission 

power, and mobility and battery 

power of the nodes. The algorithm 

was carried out only when there is 

a requirement, i.e., when a node is 

no longer capable of attaching 

itself to any of the existing cluster 

heads. The proposed system 

performs considerably better than 

both of the standard QBCDCP 

method, QBCDCP using LEACH. 

The simulation results showed that 

the proposed QBCDCP using 

WCA technique results in more 

number of live nodes when 

compared to the existing 

techniques. 
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A QoS based Heuristics 

for Clustering in Two-

Tier Sensor Networks 

[3] 

This system is developed in NS2 with The 

sensor nodes are arranged in a 650m x 650m 

area. There is just one BS so all other nodes 

are either sender or receiver nodes. At the 

Media Access Control (MAC) layer the IEEE 

802.11 protocol is executed. The effective 

results for Throughput, Energy Utilization, 

Network Delay with respective graph. 

They have design new approach of 

Tabu Voronoi-Improved Tree 

Routing (TV-ITR) for the sensor 

networks. A new Tabu heuristic 

has been used to adjust the nodes in 

the Voronoi clusters to reduce the 

hop counts and increase the Quality 

of Service for data to travel in the 

Improved Tree Routing protocol. 

Got the good performance than 

more existing systems. 

On Energy for 

Progressive and 

Consensus Estimation in 

Multihop Sensor 

Networks [4] 

In this system they have done comparison 

between analog and digital transmission with 

Energy vs MSE. Got the all results on 

satisfactory level. 

Here energy planning algorithm 

shown provides the optimal energy 

planning for current progressive 

estimation approach. Basically we 

analyze the proposed algorithm is 

readily applicable for any kind of 

single hop network. 

Energy Aware Routing 

Protocol with Sleep 

Scheduling for WSN [5] 

Simulation results show that data packet 

delivery in our multipath protocol is more 

than that using unipath, and energy 

consumption of nodes is also balanced. 

Comparison with GSP shows that our 

protocol has more number of sleep nodes, and 

therefore provides longer network lifetime. 

We have used very high data rate in our 

simulation studies. Future work includes 

adaptively adjusting the period of tree 

reconstruction depending on the input data 

rate with a view to further increase the 

network lifetime. 

Presented an energy aware routing 

protocol with sleep scheduling for 

WSNs. The core of the routing 

protocol is the efficient 

construction of the broadcast tree 

with two paths from each node 

towards the sink with higher 

remaining energy at each internal 

node of the tree. The tree is 

reconstructed at the beginning of 

each period so that none of these 

nodes die before other nodes, 

which means that all nodes will die 

at around the same time. 

Consecutive packets are routed 

through alternative path to reduce 

traffic in individual paths. Leaf 

node sleep mechanism is highly 

energy efficient as more number of 

nodes is able to sleep, and this 

helps to prolong the network 

lifetime. We have evaluated the 

performance of our protocol 

through simulation studies for 

different number of nodes and 

rounds. 

 

III. CONCLUSION 

 

This survey paper research we study and analyzed all existing approaches basically in all the systems 

one of the major issues in the design of routing protocol for WSN is energy efficiency due to limited energy 
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resources of ensors. This paper survey several different routing strategies for wireless sensor network. Therefore 

routing protocols designed for WSN should be energy efficient as possible to prolong the life time of individual 

sensors. 
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